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ARISTOTLE ’S GENERATION OF ANIMALS

Generation of Animals is one of Aristotle’s most mature, sophisticated,
and carefully crafted scientific writings. His overall goal is to provide
a comprehensive and systematic account of how animals reproduce,
including a study of their reproductive organs, what we would call
fertilization, embryogenesis, and organogenesis. In this book, inter-
national experts present thirteen original essays providing a philo-
sophically and historically informed introduction to this important
work. They shed light on the unity and structure of the Generation of
Animals, the main theses that Aristotle defends in the work, and the
method of inquiry he adopts. They also open up new avenues
of exploration of this difficult and still largely unexplored work.
The volume will be essential for scholars and students of ancient
philosophy as well as of the history and philosophy of science.

  is Associate Professor in the Department of
Philosophy at Concordia University, Montréal. He is the author
of Corpi e Movimenti. La fortuna del De caelo nel mondo antico
(); Aristotle and the Science of Nature: Unity without Uniformity
(Cambridge ); Aristotelianism in the First Century BCE: Xenarchus
of Seleucia (Cambridge ); and Aristotelismo (). He is the
editor of the Brill’s Companion to the Reception of Aristotle ().

  is Professor of Philosophy at the Université
Clermont-Auvergne (UCA) in Clermont-Ferrand. His publications
include a new translation of Aristotle’s Generation of Animals (),
and he is co-editor of Dunamis. Autour de la puissance chez Aristote
() and La Métaphysique de Théophraste. Principes et apories
() and author of DYNAMIS. Sens et Genèse de la notion aristo-
télicienne de puissance ().
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Preface

The majority of the essays collected in this volume originate from papers
delivered at the international conference on Aristotle’s Generation of
Animals that took place in Paris, January –, . The conference
was jointly organized in Paris at the Sorbonne University by the late Allan
Gotthelf and David Lefebvre under the title “Form and Necessity: On
Aristotle’s Generation of Animals.” The conference coincided with the
publication of a new French translation of Generation of Animals by David
Lefebvre. Since Allan Gotthelf was also preparing a new English transla-
tion of Generation of Animals and at the same time writing, together with
Andrea Falcon, an article on the unity and argument of this treatise, it was
decided to invite scholars who had been working on Generation of Animals
in Europe and North America to take stock of the most significant results
achieved with this important yet difficult text.
The original plan was for Allan Gotthelf and David Lefebvre to publish

a volume of essays after the conference. From the very beginning, the idea
was not to publish the proceedings of the conference but rather to collect
in a volume some of the most interesting recent work on Generation of
Animals, including some of the work presented at the Paris conference.
When it became clear that Allan Gotthelf would not be able to complete
this editorial project, the latter asked Andrea Falcon to collaborate with
David Lefebvre to prepare the volume. We have selected thirteen essays, all
appearing here for the first time. Two have evolved from papers presented
at a fifth Pittsburgh-London (Ontario) workshop on Aristotle’s Generation
of Animals organized by Allan Gotthelf and Devin Henry at the University
of Western Ontario in May . One is the essay on the unity and
argument of Aristotle’s Generation of Animals that Allan Gotthelf was
completing with the help of Andrea Falcon at the time of his death. This
essay, which contains the most significant results of Allan Gotthelf’s

 This translation is published in Aristotle, Œuvres complètes (Flammarion, Paris ).
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lifetime philosophical engagement with this work, opens the volume. The
other is by Mariska Leunissen on the order and method adopted in the
second book of Generation of Animals. Ten essays originate from papers
delivered at the Paris conference. To these essays, we have added one by
Sophia Connell on Aristotle’s explanation of deformity, which is a
response to the most recent scholarly work on this topic.

We would like to thank Zoli Filotas who has translated Chapter  from
French and revised the English of the Introduction and Chapter .

We are grateful to Michael Sharp and Hilary Gaskin for offering to
publish the volume as a Cambridge Critical Guide.

The volume is dedicated to Allan Gotthelf, who was a friend, a mentor,
and an example for most of the scholars involved in this project.
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Meta. Metaphysica Metaphysics
Mete. Meteorologica Meteorology
NE Ethica nicomachea Nicomachean Ethics
PA De partibus animalium Parts of Animals
Phys. Physica Physics
Pol. Politica Politics
Prob. Problemata Problems
Resp. De respiratione On Respiration
Somn. De somno et vigilia On Sleep and Waking
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